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FOOTNOTES

17 U.S.C. 9136d(b). The notice of intent to hold a hearing may be issued without
RPAR being invoked. See Procedural Requirements for Registraton, Chapter II.

2Id.

3Id.

440 CFR#164.20(a).

5Id. at 164.20(b). The document stating the objections to the Administrator's
decision "shall clearly and concisely set forth...the basis for each objection,
including relevant allegations of fact concerning the pesticide under
consideration. The document shall indicate the registration number of the
pesticide, a copy of the currently accepted and/or proposed labeling and a list of
the currently registered or proposed uses of the pesticide..." See 40
CFRs164.22(a).

6Id. atsl64.20(b) and 164.23(a).

740 CFR S164.24. Such response must include the position and interest of such
person.

85 U.S.C. s551 et. seq. The language of FIFRA in s136d(d) triggers the applica-
bility of the APA. The decision is required to be determined on the record after
opportunity for a hearing.

940 CFR 164.20-164.111.

10"The proceedings" refer to all phases from prehearing to the final decision.
"Party to the proceeding" is used as a legal term of art. Status as a party to the
proceeding is important in several respects:

1) Standing for judicial review (See Chapter V Judicial Review -
Standing).

2) Rights/obligations during the course of the hearing: right to cross-
examine, file motions, introduce evidence, compel testimony or
production of documents, object to offers of or rejection of
evidence, right to notice on rulings or officially noticed materials,
right to contest official notice, right to appeal ALJ decision to
Administrator, and obligation to appear at the prehearing
conference. See the CFR and this chapter for further rights and
obligations.

11See 40 CFR 164.2(m) for definition of "person".

1240 CFR l64.31. The motion must set forth the reasons why the person wishes
to be a party and their position and interests in the proceeding. They must file
the document of objection to the decision, if the decision was to deny or cancel
the registration, or file a response to the Administrator's statement of issues, if
the Administrator ordered the hearing. The motion ordinarily must be filed before
the start of the first prehearing conference. If not, a statement of good cause for
not filing earlier must be included in the motion.


